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The pandemic has created challenges in all areas of 

human experience and prison life is no exception. 

Indeed the Covid-19 pandemic has exacerbated 

many preexisting problems, created new ones and 

further isolated the prison population from the out-

side world. 

The latest issue of the Council of Europe’s Annual 

Penal Statistics (SPACE) can help us depict a picture 

of the situation of European prisons before the be-

ginning of the global pandemic. At the end of January 

2020, there were over 1.6 million inmates in Europe-

an prisons, but, as it is known, the situation among 

the different countries varies significantly. Almost 

half of the inmates in the Council of Europe were de-

tained in the Russian Federation (31% of the total) 

and in Turkey (18%); the other half of the prisoners 

detained in Europe were located in the UK (14%), 

Poland (5%), France (4%), Germany (4%), Italy 

(4%), Spain (4%), Ukraine (3%) and the remaining 

detainees (14%) were located in 38 other CoE coun-

tries. 

The average prison population rate was of 116.7 in-

mates per 100.000 inhabitants. Within the Council of 

Europe (CoE), in two countries (Turkey and the Rus-

sian Federation) the prison population rate was over 

300, in three countries (Georgia, Lithuania and Azer-

baijan) it was over 200, in eight countries (the Czech 

Republic, the Slovak Republic, Poland, Estonia, Lat-

via, Albania, Moldova and Serbia) it was between 

150 and 200, in eleven countries it was between 100 

and 150 and in 24 countries under 100. 

Another important criteria to evaluate the health of 

prison systems is represented by the prison density 

(i.e. the number of inmates per 100 available places) 

that in the CoE was on average 86.6% with 22 coun-

tries with a prison density of less than 90%, thirteen 

countries ranging between 90 and 100% and other 

thirteen countries (Turkey, Italy, Belgium, Cyprus, 

France, Hungary, Romania, Greece, Slovenia, Serbia, 

the Czech Republic, Austria and Denmark) more in-

mates per available places (ranging from 100 to 

127%).  
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https://wp.unil.ch/space/files/2021/04/210330_FinalReport_SPACE_I_2020.pdf
https://wp.unil.ch/space/files/2021/04/210330_FinalReport_SPACE_I_2020.pdf
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In this case, it is important to remember that the 

SPACE statistics calculate the prison density using 

data provided by each country that uses its own 

standards regarding the space per detainee (some 

countries use the minimum 3 sq.m. while others a 

higher standard). 

The legal status of detainees is also an interesting 

indicator because, as it is known, pre-trial detention 

is an important driver of prison overcrowding. In-

deed, according to the SPACE, on average 25.7% of 

detainees in the CoE were without a final sentence at 

the beginning of 2020. Countries with percentages 

over 40% were seven and were mostly countries 

with very small prison populations (Albania, Andor-

ra, Armenia, Lichtenstein, Luxembourg, Monaco, the 

Netherlands and Switzerland). Countries with per-

centages between 30 and 40% of detainees without a 

final sentence were six (Belgium, Croatia, Cyprus, 

Denmark, Italy and Montenegro) and other seven 

countries (France, Greece, Latvia, Malta, Norway, Slo-

venia and Sweden) had percentages between 25 and 

30%. 

It was in this overall critical situation that Covid-19 

made its appearance and the responses of prison sys-

tems have not been homogeneous. As the second 

SPACE Covid-19 evaluation pointed out, in the short 

term (between 1 January and 15 April 2020) 17 pris-

on administrations (in some countries there is more 

than one prison administration) recorded a decrease 

in the prison population while in 29 the prison popu-

lation was stable and only one recorded an increase. 

By June, the prison administrations with a lower 

number of detainees had risen 27. However, during 

the summer with the end of lockdowns and release 

schemes, the situation reversed in 12 countries that 

on 15 September had more detainees than in June.  

Consequently, changes were recorded also in prison 

population rates that generally decreased in the first 

half of the year and slightly increased in the second 

half. 

Prison density was also affected by these changes in 

prison populations. Between 1 January and 15 Sep-

tember 2020, prison density decreased in most coun-

tries and increased only in a few. Out of the 35 prison 

administrations that answered to the SPACE survey, 

10 were in a situation of overcrowding at the begin-

ning of 2020; 6 of them (Slovenia, France, Belgium, 

Italy, Serbia and Cyprus) decreased their prison pop-

ulations by 15 September, but did not manage to 

reach a prison density below 100%. The Czech Re-

public and Hungary, on the other hand reached the 

goal of reducing overcrowding below 100%. 

Other interesting trends collected by the latest re-

port of Penal Reform International (PRI) regard the 

lack of data on Covid-19 infections in prisons in sev-

eral countries and even among CoE countries, civil 

society organisations lament the lack of consistent 

and reliable data on infections among inmates and 

prison staff. Indeed, data collected by the SPACE 

Covid-19 survey includes answers only from 28 pris-

on administrations that were able to provide such 

numbers. The Global Prison Trends Report by PRI 

also points out that globally only “at least 13 coun-

tries have prioritised prisons in vaccination plans or 

roll-out” and “a further 11 countries have explicitly 

included, but not prioritised, prisons in their plan-

ning or roll-out”. This took place despite the many 

requests by international and civil society organisa-

tions to include detainees in the priority groups for 

vaccinations against Covid-19, despite the fact that in 

many countries prisons have become ‘hotbeds’ for 

outbreaks of the virus and despite the fact that de-

tainees have been living for over one year in a situa-

tion of greater isolation from the outside world (with 

severe repercussions on mental health). Indeed, also 

in many CoE countries, the prison population has 

been left out of vaccinations plans and in several oc-

casions politicians explicitly stated that people who 

had committed crimes would not have received vac-

cines ahead of the general population for a reason or 

another. As if their lives were less worthy than the 

lives of those who live free.  

 

*Associazione Antigone: is a cultural and political 

NGO that was born in the late eighties. The organisa-

tion carries out many activities including raising 

awareness on public opinion and facilitate debates 

on the Italian penal system through campaigns, edu-

cation, media, publications, and the academic review 

Antigone. Please click here for further information. 

https://wp.unil.ch/space/files/2021/02/Prisons-and-the-COVID-19_2nd-Publication_201109.pdf
https://wp.unil.ch/space/files/2021/02/Prisons-and-the-COVID-19_2nd-Publication_201109.pdf
https://www.penalreform.org/global-prison-trends-2021/
https://www.penalreform.org/global-prison-trends-2021/
https://www.antigone.it/english/who-we-are
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According to Franz Fanon, ‘we revolt simply be-

cause, for many reasons, we can no longer breathe’2. 

Fanon’s insight is directly relevant to the barbaric 

events which unfolded at Attica prison in New York 

State in September 1971 when prisoners revolted 

against the suffocating conditions of their confine-

ment. For three days they controlled the institution 

from D Yard before the state unleashed hell and 

launched a ferocious assault to retake the prison. 

The attack left 43 prisoners and hostages dead and 

128 wounded, many seriously. Heather Anne 

Thompson’s monumental, haunting and deeply 

moving study, based on 10 years of meticulous re-

search, provides a compelling analysis of the roots 

of the revolt, the brutal, remorseless revenge enact-

ed by the state, the deceit and lies peddled to cover 

up how the prisoners and hostages died and the iron 

resolve of survivors and the families of the dead 

prisoners and hostages to achieve truth, justice and 

accountability. It is a story of institutionalized vio-

lence and torture, deeply embedded racism and 

state collusion, conspiracy and cover-up which has 

taken 45 years to finally bring into the light.  

Why did the revolt happen? Its roots lay in the chal-

lenges posed by the civil rights movement and the 

increasing influence of the Black Panther Party, 

many of whose members were confined in Attica 

and who refused to accept the degrading treatment, 

casual sadism and systemic racism dispensed on a 

daily basis. Conditions were appalling. Prisoners 

were given one bar of soap each month and one roll 

of toilet paper which meant that they had to ‘limit 

themselves to ‘one sheet per day’. Expenditure on 

food amounted to ‘a mere 63 cents per prisoner per 

day…’ (p. 8). The book is based on a range of un-

published sources and documents which were 

stored, often dismissively, in boxes and store-rooms 

around the USA. Among the items Thompson dis-

covered were the still-bloodied clothes of L.D. Bart-

ley whose rousing and defiant oratory poignantly 

articulated the perspective of the prisoners: We are 

men. We are not beasts and we do not intend to be 

beaten or driven as such. The entire prison popu-

lace, that means each and every one of us here, has 

set forth to change forever the ruthless brutalization 

and disregard for the lives of the prisoners here and 

throughout the United States. What has happened 

here is but the sound before the fury of those who 

are oppressed (p. 78). His defiance cost him his life 

when he was killed after the prison had been retak-

en. His, and the other deaths, were a direct result of 

the devastating and illegal firepower mobilized by 

the state.  

The assault on D yard was led by troopers who were 

‘armed with .270 caliber rifles, which utilized un-

jacketed bullets, a kind of ammunition that causes 

such enormous damage to human flesh that it was 

banned by the Geneva Conventions’ (p. 157). Be-

tween 2,349 and 3,132 lethal (shotgun) pellets were 

fired. There were also 8 rounds fired ‘from a .357 

caliber, twenty-seven rounds from a .38 caliber, and 

sixty-eight rounds from a .270 caliber….these counts 

did not even include the bullets from correction of-

ficers and other members of law enforcement not 

fully accounted for’ (p. 526).  

September 2021 marks the 50th anniversary of the Attica prison revolt. Below is a review of Blood in the Wa-
ter which details the state's brutal response to the uprising. 

 
Blood the Water: The Attica Prison Uprising of 1971 and Its Legacy by Heather 

Ann Thompson Publisher: Pantheon Books (2016) 1 
 

2.Book Review: 
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The relentless brutality of the state’s assault was not 

the result of deranged individuals engaging in rene-

gade behavior — the politically reductive and theo-

retically naï ve ‘bad apple’ theory of state deviance 

propagated by an endless procession of politicians, 

media personnel and academics, linked together by a 

positivist, umbilical cord which defines state actions 

as inherently benevolent which are occasionally 

tainted by the activities of a pathological few. Rather, 

terror, torture and brutality were systemic to the 

state’s brutal response. This was based on a process 

of conspiratorial, racist collusion which was integral 

to the actions of those who were on the ground on 

the day relentlessly abusing and killing prisoners 

and hostages and which moved remorselessly up 

through the ranks of the police, and state troopers, 

into the offices of the prosecuting authorities and 

finally to the highest reaches of the US government 

itself whose views were mobilized to legitimate the 

brutal actions of those on the ground.  

As Nelson Rockefeller, the state governor, menda-

ciously told a grateful President Nixon in the after-

math of the state’s assault, ’the whole thing was led 

by the blacks’ and that state troopers had been de-

ployed ‘only when they [the prisoners] were in the 

process of murdering the guards’ (p. 200). As ever, 

when the state kills, its agents are immediately de-

ployed to spread lies, and engage in deceit, exaggera-

tion and distortion, a toxic mix designed to both mys-

tify what happened and to mobilise a narrative for 

media and popular consumption that the violence of 

its servants was, given the dangers they were facing 

especially from black prisoners, legitimate.  

Yet, as the book makes abundantly clear, even at the 

height of the carnage in D Yard, it was not the prison-

ers — pejoratively labelled as liars, psychopaths and 

animals — who were murdering the hostages. Ra-

ther, prisoners attempted to safeguard them while 

putting their own lives in grave danger. However, 

even this selfless act of bravery and humanity was 

buried under the weight of the perfidious deceit of 

the state’s spokespersons who unashamedly peddled 

the lie that the hostages had had their throats cut or 

had been castrated by the very prisoners who had 

attempted to protect them. The pitiless response to 

the prisoners, and the unshackled violence they ex-

perienced, was based on the scornful, mortifying and 

degrading vilification of their helpless bodies, dead 

and alive. According to one eyewitness, Tommy 

Hicks, a prisoner who was still alive after the prison 

was retaken, was ‘“hit with a barrage of gunfire” after 

which he saw troopers walk over to Hicks’s body 

take “the butt end of the gun, pound the flesh in the 

ground, kick it, pound it, shoot it again”’. Survivors 

were made to crawl naked through a mud-filled yard 

towards state servants where they were savagely 

beaten.  

This brutality extended even to the most severely 

wounded who were given no sedatives and who 

were ‘expected to suffer through the pain’. In con-

trast, state troopers, whose injuries included a 

‘fractured finger, bruised knee [and] a fractured toe’, 

were prioritized (pps. 206–7). The role of medical 

staff before and after the revolt, and their abject ca-

pitulation to the state’s dehumanizing goals, is made 

abundantly clear in the book. They were active 

agents in the brutalization of the prisoners. Thomp-

son beautifully crafts the forgotten and moving story 

of the survivors into a devastating indictment of the 

naked exercise of power from state servants who 

acted with total impunity before, during and after the 

revolt towards them. The chilling calculation around 

life and death extended to its own surviving, employ-

ees who were only paid for eight hours for each day 

they were held hostage as the rest of the time ‘they 

were technically off the clock’ (p. 538).  
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The campaigns by the survivors and families, spread 

over nearly half a century, demanded a reckoning 

with state servants, whose every action, despite the 

occasional, honorable, individual exception, was 

built on denying truth, subverting justice, intimidat-

ing those who disagreed with the dominant narra-

tive, burying and destroying evidence, destabilizing 

different campaigns and attempting to ensure that 

those responsible for the carnage would escape jus-

tice. This was done through ‘refusing to hand over 

materials expeditiously — even when required by 

law to do so…..’ (pps. 315–316) and ensuring that 

funding was minimal for lawyers who were acting 

for the families. The book concludes by focusing on 

the legacy of the revolt.  

The liberal, humanizing reforms proposed by the 

state quickly dissipated under the collective, regres-

sive weight of resurgent law and order campaigns, 

the ongoing war on drugs, the hostility towards pris-

oners and the drive towards mass incarceration 

through a racist process of criminalization which 

targeted the powerless while leaving the powerful, 

as ever, free to engage in rampant acts of criminality. 

Mass incarceration legitimates institutionalized rac-

ism and institutionalized racism legitimates mass 

incarceration while the police and the courts provide 

the glue that holds the whole, racist edifice together. 

And yet collective webs of resistance still persist. 

The strikes which took place in late 2016 across 22 

prisons — the biggest in US prison history — against 

slave labour conditions, links directly back to Attica. 

So too does the principled activities of Black Lives 

Matter contesting the ongoing, systemic racism, and 

state-induced death, disproportionately experienced 

by African Americans.  

Nearly half a century on, the aching desolation gen-

erated by the barbarity perpetrated by the state at 

Attica still lingers in all of its melancholic toxicity. At 

the same time, the righteous anger and the relentless 

desire to ensure that Attica is not forgotten, is an 

eloquent testimony to the human spirit’s enduring 

sense that injustice needs to be confronted, wrongs 

righted and responsibility attributed. Voltaire’s fa-

mous quote — ‘to the living we owe respect but to 

the dead we owe only the truth’ — provides a fitting 

tribute to all of those who have struggled over the 

last 50 years to right Attica’s wrongs. It is also a fit-

ting testimony to this magnificent book, and to 

Heather Thompson’s rigorous scholarship and ex-

traordinary commitment which runs like a clear 

stream from the book’s first through to its last sen-

tence.  

 

 

* Joe Sim is Professor of Criminology, Liverpool John 
Moores University. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 This is an edited version of the review that was originally pub-
lished in the Prison Service Journal, No 230, March 2017, pp 61-
2.  

2.Franz Fanon cited in Kyerewaa, K. (2016) ‘Black Lives Matter 
UK’ in Red Pepper, Issue 210 October/November 2016 p. 8. 
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4. Workshops/Public Events  (webinars) 

• Eugenics in California & the World: Race, Class, Gender/Sexuality, & Disability. A Virtual 
Symposium—4-5 June 2021 @UCBS—This symposium is part of ongoing national and international 
conversations on the influence of eugenics beliefs and practices across a multitude of private and public 
institutions, spaces, and places. Focusing specifically on the legacies of eugenics in California, this event 
brings together a diverse group of scholars, educators, students, activists, and community members to 
engage in dialogue exploring how state institutions of higher learning, health care, and government pro-
moted, sustained, and mainstreamed eugenics via educational, medical, and public contexts. Click here for 
further information. 

• Excessively Cruel: Detention, deportation and separated families —8 June 4pm—New research 
being launched explores the impact of the UK’s immigration system on mixed-nationality families. At a 
webinar chaired by Baroness Shami Chakrabati, Dr Melanie Griffiths will speak about research she con-
ducted looking how UK families are affected by one member’s insecure immigration status and the threat 
(or reality) of separation through immigration detention, removal or deportation. Speakers include Sonali 
Naik QC and a parent directly affected by these issues. Please click here for further information and regis-
ter here.  

• Border Abolition Conference — 18 and 19 June 2021 - Border Abolition 2021 will be a two-day 
online event aimed at connecting organising, campaigning, activist research and academic work around 
border violence, racism, incarceration and abolitionism. We hope to bring together people struggling 
against the border in all its forms, from immigration detention, prison and militarised border sites, to the 
solidarity practices that resist expanding systems of everyday bordering. Click here for the conference 
schedule.  

5. Resources/ Publications 

• Decarceration, prison abolition and Covid in Canadian prisons— Kevin Haggarty talks with Univer-
sity of Ottawa's Justin Piche about his work to oppose the construction of new prisons in Ontario, Covid 
19 and the Canadian Prison system and the current moment and the future of prison abolition in Canada.   
Please click here to watch the podcast.  

• Book: The Palestinian Prisoners Movement Resistance and Disobedience—Julie M. Norman, 
Routledge— Providing a contemporary history of the Palestinian prisoners movement, this book illus-
trates the centrality of the movement in the broader Palestinian national struggle. Based on direct inter-
views with former prisoners and former security sector personnel, it offers new insights into the strate-
gies that prisoners employed to gain rights over time, as well as the tactics used by prison authorities to 
maintain control. Prisons have functioned as microcosms of the broader Israeli-Palestinian conflict for 
decades, with the Israeli state aiming to use mass incarceration for security, and Palestinian prisoners 
seeking to take back the prison space for organizing and resistance. Click here for further information 
and to pre-order the book.  

3. Conference and Call for Papers 

• Call for post. Sensing Myanmar— researcher reflections on the coup—Andrew M. Jefferson, To-
mas Max Martin, Hannah Russell, Ergun Cakal launches an online essay series aimed at illuminating 
the coup and its aftermath from a research perspective. It is driven by an intense desire to put 
knowledge to work in the interests of participatory democracy and justice with a focus on state forma-
tive processes and imprisonment. For information on how to contribute please scroll to the end.  Please  
click here to read the call and to have further information.  

https://www.history.ucsb.edu/events/california-eugenics-legacies-symposium-june-4-5-2021/
https://superdiversity.net/2021/06/02/excessively-cruel-detention-deportation-and-separated-families/
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/schools/gees/people/profile.aspx?ReferenceId=142510&Name=dr-melanie-griffiths
https://superdiversity.net/2021/06/02/excessively-cruel-detention-deportation-and-separated-families/
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/university/colleges/les/events/2021/excessively-cruel-detention-deportation-and-separated-families.aspx?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_campaign=LES%20Bulletin%20-%2028%20May%202021&utm_medium=Email&utm_content=content-002-alt%20-%20all
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/university/colleges/les/events/2021/excessively-cruel-detention-deportation-and-separated-families.aspx?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_campaign=LES%20Bulletin%20-%2028%20May%202021&utm_medium=Email&utm_content=content-002-alt%20-%20all
https://www.borderabolition2021.com/sessions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d8lR_K77suQ
https://www.routledge.com/The-Palestinian-Prisoners-Movement-Resistance-and-Disobedience/Norman/p/book/9780367749415
https://essays.legacies-of-detention.org/sensing-myanmar-researcher-reflections-on-the-coup/
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6. EG Members’ Papers: 

• Matthew Maycock (2021)‘Covid-19 has caused a dramatic change to prison life’. Analysing the im-
pacts of the Covid-19 pandemic on the pains of imprisonment in the Scottish Prison Estate, The 
British Journal of Criminology, EG Member Matthew Maycock “provides insights into the impact of 
COVID-19 in the Scottish Prison Estate. During the 2020 lockdown in prison in response to the COVID-19 
pandemic, all face-to-face research was paused. In response to this methodological challenge, a participa-
tory correspondence methodology was designed, enabling project participants to influence the direction 
of this project through suggesting research questions. The main project findings relate to the analysis of 
ways in which the COVID-19 enhanced the pains of imprisonment for participants, exploring the chal-
lenges that the participants faced in relation to communication, feelings of heightened isolation and de-
tachment from family, friends and the normal rhythms of life in prison. Analysis of the letters received as 
part of this study provides unique insights into the ways in which the COVID-19 pandemic in custody has 
added an additional layer or enhancement to pre-pandemic pains of imprisonment, increasing the 
‘tightness’ ‘depth’ and ‘weight’ of participants time in custody. The article is available here.  

• Schneider L (2021) Let me take a vacation in prison before the streets kill me! Rough sleepers’ 
longing for prison and the reversal of less eligibility in neoliberal carceral continuums, Punish-
ment and Society—EG member Lisa Schneider explain how “in a steadily expanding carceral landscape, 
rough sleepers are using prisons in unforeseen ways: namely to escape violence, for survival, to access 
social or medical care, enhance their prospects or regain housing” Most neoliberal welfare states […] 
“dispersed and based on individual responsibility, but in prison it concentrates due to the prison’s duty 
to rehabilitate which translates into care for the subject position ‘inmate’ but holds politically unwanted 
unhoused persons responsible to change their fates. Poor and disenfranchised people who use prisons as 
lifelines turn the carceral grip into an embrace. Their tactics reveal a reverse cycle of carcerality where 
the streets are the space of detriment and the prison, trough harnessing the productivity of penal power, 
offers a break or potential escape from carceral livelihoods. Rough sleepers who seek imprisonment to 
escape the hardship and confinement of the streets challenge the concept of less eligibility and offer new 
ways to theorise the carceral and to think through prisons and the iron rules of punishment”. Please lick 
here to read the article.  

• Dan Weinbren, Anne Pike and James Mehigan, (2021) The Open University and Prison Education 
in the UK – the first 50 years - The paper will be published in the Journal of Prison Education and Re-
Entry and it aims to celebrate the 50th anniversary of OU teaching in UK prisons. 

• Building Abolition. Decarceration and Social Justice— Edited By Kelly Struthers Montford and Chloe  
Taylor—explores the intersections of the carceral in projects of oppression, while at the same time 
providing intellectual, pragmatic, and undetermined paths toward abolition.Prison abolition is at once 
about the institution of the prison, and a broad, intersectional political project calling for the end of the 
social structured by settler colonialism, anti-black racism, and related oppressions. Beyond this, prison 
abolition is a constructive project that imagines and strives for a transformed world in which justice is 
not equated with punishment, and accountability is not equated with caging. Composed of sixteen chap-
ters by an international team of scholars and activists, with a Foreword by Perry Zurn and an Afterword 
by Justin Piche , the book is divided into four themes: Prisons and Racism, prisons and Settler Colonial-
ism, Anti-Carceral Feminisms, Multispecies Carceralities. Click here for further information and to pre-
order a copy of the book. Please click here to read the report.  

https://academic.oup.com/bjc/advance-article/doi/10.1093/bjc/azab031/6237285?searchresult=1
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/14624745211010222
https://www.borderviolence.eu/violence-reports/april-10-2021-0100-idomeni-greece/
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  “I saw the prison as an institution within which a proportion of the unproductive population of late capi-
talist societies could be housed, controlled and conveniently forgotten.” 

  Thomas Mathiesen, (2006) Prison On Trial, p. 141 

• Lecturer — @Manchester Metropolitan University—The Department of Sociology is seeking to appoint 
two fixed-term (twelve months) Criminology lecturers to contribute to our undergraduate and postgrad-
uate criminology programmes. We are seeking applications from criminologists from a range of special-
isms but we would particularly welcome specialists in criminological theory, criminal justice system/
agencies, policy and practice, policing, substance (mis)use, reoffending, desistance  and rehabilitation, 
prisons and penology. Deadline 4th of June. Please click here for further information and to apply.  

• Part-time Tutors: DD105 Introduction to Criminology— @Open University— The Open university is 
seeking to appoint a part-time tutor for the Introduction to Criminology module. DD105 is a thematic 
module, drawing on a range of examples, case studies and learning materials from across the UK, Ireland 
and different transnational and global contexts. Please click here for further information and to apply.  

7. Campaigns 

• EU: Build Schools, Not Walls- In January and February 2021, the International Organization for Mi-
gration (IOM) published two invitations to bid for the construction of fences in refugee camps in main-
land Greece. However, the fences became concrete walls. In March the Greek Ministry of Migration and 
Asylum commissioned to build NATO type fences and introduce additional security measures. Nobody - 
including camp residents - was informed about it. The campaign stand against allocating European funds 
to build walls around Greek refugee camps. The ongoing fencing work at the Ritsona, Polykastro, Diava-
ta, Malakasa and Nea Kavala camps must stop immediately.  Click here to sign the petition.  

• Death in detention centre, hunger strike and demonstration in response In Italy—Baldi Moussa, a 
young 23-year-old from Guinea, was found dead by hanging while in "solitary confinement" in his cell in 
the CPR [Centri di Permanenza per il Rimpatrio] in Via Brunelleschi in Turin. Statewatch reported the 
news here. Associazione Antigone has organised a demonstration by for the 4th of June 2021 in front of 
the detention Centre in Turin. Please click here for further information.  

• Protest At HMP Full Sutton (UK) 5th June—The demonstration will start at 2pm to allow people to 
travel there from across the UK. There will be speeches from campaigns fighting police violence, prisons 
and detention. And is organised by CAPE. Click here for further information.  

8. Opportunities 

In loving  memory of Thomas Mathiesen 

https://manmetjobs.mmu.ac.uk/jobs/vacancy/lecturer-criminology-3614-manchester-all-saints-campus/3615/description/?_channelid=12
https://www.jobs.ac.uk/job/CGL162/part-time-tutors-dd105-introduction-to-criminology
https://secure.avaaz.org/community_petitions/en/notis_mitarachi_the_minister_of_migration_of_greec_eu_build_schools_not_walls/
https://www.statewatch.org/news/2021/may/italy-death-in-detention-centre-hunger-strike-and-demonstration-in-response/
https://www.antigone.it/rivista
Here%20you%20can%20find%20further%20information%20about%20the%20demonstration%20organised%20by
https://cape-campaign.org/new-year-no-kier-shut-down-kier-construction-in-2021/
https://cape-campaign.org/nationaldemo/

